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About This Game

On the creation of the game we have been inspired by films such as "Terminator" and "Avengers". We would like to recreate
the battlefield of men partially equipped with mechanical gears and military machines equipped with artificial intelligence.

What will be decisive in this war? Mind or steel?

Nearest future. The city is engulfed by fire and swarming with hostile robots. You are a combat unit with an artificial
intelligence thrown into a hot spot to eliminate the invasion of mechanical invaders and save what remains of the once great city.

Clean up this city with a bunch of weapons for tactical and assault strategy fight.
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Considered enemy AI will make a good chalenge war.

Enchanced grafics gives a post-apocalyptic ingame feel
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Title: Ruin City Gasolina
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
LillyWelland inc.
Publisher:
Bitlock Studio
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: DualCore CPU

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: GTS250/HD7770 or better

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: any

English
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Amazing game! I feel incredibly epic whenever I play it. It has so many close call moments that make the player feel so
awesome for surviving. The controls are great and responsive enough to make sharp, split second, lazer dodging turns in midair
so every death seems fair. And with only two buttons: jump and change direction, it's really easy to master what you're trying to
do.

There are many different modes that cover basically every aspect of the gameplay that can be changed. My favorite being Zen
because you get to go super fast and there aren't many hazards.

I found this game better with a friend, taking turns after deaths. This made it a lot more fun to chase records, get achievements,
and share in those epic moments.

I got this game on sale for 5$ and it was 100% worth the price! I'm so happy I found this game.

Also this is the first game that I've ever been able to make "All Time" leaderboards and that is surreal! Must be because the
game is a new release, but just a note that if anyone else wants to know what that feels like, get this game ASAP.. Really fun
game, but there are some un-addressed game breaking issues. I enjoyed the game but i think it would've been much nicer if I
can re-read the entire story once I finished.
(& like other review said it really needs save\/go-back option...). Great workout game, great music. Gets really intense as you
start getting better at it.

The main thing missing is leaderboards.. Hell no dats only a copie from the first Wolfenstein 3D so its nothing new. But quiet
interesting that steam says ok to publish a game full of Hakenkreuz... I would not recommend the game to anyone... its not
funny shooting one some big pixelblocks here. The only thing is that its quiet interresting to play the first 3d game.... This is the
biggest Rebel propaganda I've seen in my life and here's why:

- One bearded guy slaughters countless innocent followers of the Empire without any mercy, slicing off their limbs, evaporating
their brains and throwing them all off cliffs and into lava or electric surfaces. How is that not evil?
- That bearded guy is a Jedi, seriously did they start breeding in mass numbers after our beloved Emperor passed away?
- They act like we're the bad guys here. We decided to bring back Jedi, but that's a no no because they have red lightsticks, but
when they do the same thing, it's okay? Okay, sure.

Overall: I think you should avoid this game as much as possible...... I suddenly want to recommend this video game to you.
Purchase it for its contents inside it and for this universe's Chuck Norris. Hope you have a pleasant day, move along.

. Completely and utterly rage-inducing even for those who rarely rage. :D Lots of levels though and plenty of challenging
puzzles. Nice for filling small gaps of free-time for the cost (at least when I got it on sale for about $1).. The graphics and sound
are good, making tacos is fun, the shooting game is fun enough. I want this game to be a fun roguelike with tacos, mutants and
guns. Instead, it's a mobile port with poor balance.

Steep difficulty means if you don't have a lucky couple of first trips you're dead on your 3rd or 4th. Even then you better hope
that things go perfectly. After 4 hours of repeating the first 3-5 trips of the game (having memorized every taco recipe) I finally
got frustrated and quit.

I suspect the game balance is built around microtransactions in the original mobile version where you can buy upgrades or better
trucks for real world cash. The same exact game is FREE on mobile devices. I tried it on my tablet and sure enough there is a
prominent button to buy tacobucks or something that allows you to repair for .05c or buy a big gun for $1.

This just isn't a good game despite a cool concept and good pixelart graphics. I have no idea why it has a 'mostly positive'
rating.. Being the starting point for FSX, I always felt that the standard scenery is very underwhelming. With this add-on no
more. The airport of Friday Harbor comes beautifully alive. Taking off from runway 34 then setting course for Orcas (KORS),
you see the harbor in all it's glory.
But don't stop there. There are 6 more airstrips included which you could never use in real life (private airstrips) + Roche
Harbor on the north-west side of San Juan island. Take the Trike Ultralight and enjoy the view.
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I use this airport scenery together with FTX: NA Blue Pacific Nortwest region (also highly recommended). This combination
however can lead to a problem.
For those of you who have this FTX PNW region (non-steam) and the steam version of Friday Harbor, you will get a serious
elevation problem at Friday Harbor. The runway will be 10 feet higher then the surrounding scenery, completely destroying the
experience.

The problem can be solved by changing the insertion point of the FTX PNW region below the Friday Harbor scenery pack. You
can do this through the FTX Central that was installed with the FTX PNW region.

Happy flying :)
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This is probably the worst game I have in library.

If you want to, in any way shape or form, have a conventional RTS experience, this game isn't for you.
If you want to have an unconventional, but fun RTS experience, this game isn't for you.
If you think that devs should make sensible design decisions, this game isn't for you.

I'm not going to drag you through the mechanics of this game, but I'll hightlight what is definitly wrong with this and probably
won't be fixed unless they completely rebuild the game:

1. Grouping.
Your units are placed in a grid and occupy square spaces of the same size for all units. This doesn't have to be a bad thing
necessarily, however, if you cannot pass through your own units and paths sometimes only give you two possible squares to
move through, it becomes a real pain to maneuver.

2. Movement.
The movement in this game is abyssmal. Aside from having extreme difficulties to effectively select units, you will also
encounter problems with the pathfinding of each unit. Because your own units are impassable, you may find paths in which all
movement comes to a halt. If you select an area to move to, the units will get predetermined places to stand on. However, if the
units in the front will have the closest squares in that area and the path is narrow enough so that they block the movement for
your other units, the other units will just quit moving altogether, which results in a split of all units and not even close to the
positioning the game previews. That units will never attack while moving also results in some
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 combat encounters.

3. Level design
From what I've played, there have been multiple missions in the campaign that will result in extremely unfavorable matchups
against the AI. This wouldn't be too bad if the base mechanics were reasonably well designed. However, with the current
implementation of them, some missions get either near impossible even on easy difficulties or result in very long spans of micro-
ing every single unit into the correct position.

Verdict:
I can't conceive of a single reason anyone would want to play this game. Don't buy this, not even on sale.. A fun little game full
of turn-based puzzle solving. A bit rough around the edges, but still enjoyable.. When I first purchased PlayClaw I wasn't too
impressed by it. Over time it became my favourite way to record gameplays. Right now I feel its the best way to record
gameplays due to the use of the Nvidia Codec.

I was using the Morgan MJPEG codec to get the best possible quality video, Nvidia Codec at the right settings gives me
identical quality at 1/10th of the file size. All the little things like being able to record audio to seperate channels and those
channels to seperate .wav/.mp3 files , each game having its own timestamped folder in the main recording folder, a multitude of
overlays that can be used but not recorded into the gameplay file...Play Claw is the superior capture software on the market right
now. It's that simple.. Great game. Seriously tons of fun that harken to the days of old. Just blow up bugs and aliens in all
manner of cool ways.

Also a rage simulator if you hate useless and stupid people. Solo play makes using certain classes harder, and gets boring after a
while. However if you join any multiplayer lobby you will quickly find most people are TOO DAMN USELESS to set their
lobbies as PRIVATE
"OH THERES A NEW PERSON"
"YOU HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM LOBBY"

It's a sad affair to say the least. If you intend on playing expect to play offline by yourself unless you have friends.. Really
enjoyed this documentary, really nice to see how the games were made and a bit of insight into developing. at least you don't
have to grind to get the dlc outfit. Hands down, this is a great route, the attention to detail is amazing. I rode the 5:25am out of
Aurora for 5 years and I can say that it is spot on (really cool that it had the exact train that I use to ride). The Aurora to Chicago
Pt 1 and Pt 2 I even cloned and changed the weather to autumn instead of winter and snowing so that I could enjoy the realism.
The scenarios that I have played so far are full of AI. This is the first DLC that I purchased without a sale and have not been
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disappointed. Salute to the developers of this route!
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